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The beach cleanup 
Once upon a time in a small coastal town, there lived a 
young boy named Mason. Mason loved the beach and 
spent most of his free time playing in the sand and 
swimming in the ocean. He had a special connection 
with the beach, and it was his favorite place to be.

One day at school, Mason's teacher, Ms. Johnson, taught 
the class about a special day called Earth Day. She 
explained that it was a day dedicated to raising 
awareness about environmental issues and promoting 
actions to protect our planet. Mason's heart sank as he 
thought about the pollution he had seen on his beloved 
beach. He put his hand up to ask a question. "Yes, 
Mason?" said Mr. Johnson. "I love going to the beach, 
but I've seen a lot of rubbish lying around. Where does 
it come from?” "What a great question! The rubbish on 
the beach can come from many different places. People 
on boats can throw waste into the water, big container 
ships can get into storms and lose cargo on the water, 
people who spend the day at the beach might leave 
beach toys on accident and so on. The wind and waves 
distributes the waste and eventually it washes up on 
our beach here.” Mason thought about his teacher's 
answer. He recalled seeing plastic bottles, bags, and 
other waste scattered across the sand. This saddened 
him, and he wondered what he could do to make a 
difference. As he listened to Ms. Johnson, he realized 



that Earth Day was the perfect opportunity to make a 
change. With a newfound sense of determination, Mason 
decided to organize a beach cleanup event on Earth 
Day. He spent a lot of time planning, creating posters, 
and talking to his friends, family, and neighbors about 
the event. He told them about the importance of 
keeping the beach clean, not only for the people who 
enjoyed it but also for the animals that called it home.

On the day of the event, Mason was both excited and 
nervous. He couldn't help but worry, "Will anyone show 
up?" As he arrived at the beach with his father, he was 
initially disheartened to see that it was just the two of 
them. Nevertheless, they began cleaning up, picking up 
trash and placing it in bags. As Mason and his father 
worked together, they started noticing more and more 
people arriving at the beach. One by one, they joined in 
the cleanup effort. His eyes lit up with excitement, and 
he greeted each newcomer with a cheerful, "Hello! 
Thank you for joining our beach 
cleanup!" Before Mason knew it, a 
large group of fifty people was 
working together to make the 
beach clean again. As the group 
continued to grow, Mason's best 
friend, Maddy, came over to him 
and said, "Wow! You did an amazing 
job organizing this event. Look at 
how many people showed up to help!"

Mason smiled and replied, "Thanks! I couldn't have done 
it without everyone's support. I'm so glad you're here 
too."




Mason couldn't believe his eyes. He was overjoyed to 
see so many people coming together to help clean the 
beach. As the day came to an end, Mason and his 
father stood back and admired their hard work. Mason 
decided to thank everyone for coming. He stood in front 
of the group and began to speak.

"Hello, everyone!" Mason began. "I want to thank each 
and every one of you for coming out today to help 
clean up our beautiful beach. It means so much to me, 
and I'm sure it means a lot to the animals that live here 
too. Our beach is a special place for all of us, and it's 
our responsibility to keep it clean and safe for everyone 
to enjoy. Earth Day is a reminder that we need to take 
care of our planet, not just today, but every day. 
Together, we've made a big difference today. But our 
work isn't done. Let's make a promise to continue caring 
for our beach and our environment, not just on Earth 
Day, but all year round!"

Feeling proud and inspired, Mason decided that the 
beach cleanup shouldn't be a one-time event. With the 
help of his father and the support of the community, 
Mason started organizing a monthly beach cleanup. It 
became a cherished tradition in the town, and Mason 
became known as a local hero for his dedication to 
protecting the environment.

And so, Mason's love for the beach and his desire to 
make a difference transformed not only his own life but 
the lives of everyone in his community. The beach 
remained clean and beautiful, and the town's people 
learned the importance of caring for the environment, 
all thanks to Mason and his Earth Day initiative.


